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Accounting Using Physical Objects
• Between 5,000 and 10,000 years ago farmers in Mesopotamia, where
agriculture was born, used physical object to count crops and
animals.
• The distinction between types of crops or animals was made by using
different types and shapes of objects.

Denise Schmandt-Bessersat, On the origins of writing, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kidWY-pJFb0

Single-Entry Accounting
• Then, in about 3200 BC, around 5,000 years ago, the first spreadsheet
was invented.
• These farmers began documenting information using clay tablets in
the earliest form of human writing ever discovered called Cuneiform.
• They partitioned their clay tablet into rows, columns, and cells. These
farmers used single-entry accounting.

Denise Schmandt-Bessersat, On the origins of writing, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kidWY-pJFb0

Source: Metropolitan Museum, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/329081

Double-Entry Accounting
• In 1211 AD a bank in Florence, Italy was the first documented use of
double-entry accounting.
• Between 1299 AD and 1300 AD double-entry accounting came of age.
• In 1494 AD during the Renaissance, Venetian mathematician and
Franciscan friar Luca Pacioli published a book, Summa de arithmetica,
geometria. Proportioni et proportionalita (Sum of Arithmetic, Geometry,
Proportion and Proportionality).
• That book documented the double-entry approach bookkeeping and
recommended that others use this approach. The double-entry approach
allowed for better error detection and the ability to differentiate
unintended errors from fraud. Accountants adopted that new approach.
Geoffrky Alan Lee, The Development of Italian Bookkeeping 1211–1300, https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1467-6281.1973.tb00183.x
Wikipedia, Summa de arithmetica, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summa_de_arithmetica

Triple-Entry Accounting
• Most recently there are discussions about immutable mutual digital
distributed ledgers using cryptographic technologies. People are
calling this "triple-entry accounting". Basically what triple-entry does
is create a link between the two double-entry systems documenting
that the transactions in the two systems go together. Some say that
triple-entry is the most important invention in 500 years.
• There is a bit of a dispute around the true meaning of "triple-entry".
Yuji Ijiri was first credited with using the term but the blockchain folks
seem to have perhaps redefined the term a bit. I am using the term
"triple-entry" as the blockchain people and Ian Grigg tend to use the
term.
InterChainZ, Sharing Ledgers for Sharing Economies, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hwhigpr4720
Daniel Jeffries, Why Everyone Missed the Most Important Invention in the Last 500 Years, https://hackernoon.com/why-everyone-missed-the-most-important-invention-in-the-last-500-years-c90b0151c169

Contrasting of Single-, Double-, and TripleEntry
• A single-entry is not much more than a glorified list.
• Double-entry is in essence posting a transaction to two different singleentry ledgers with different parties responsible for each ledger. When you
use a double-entry ledger what the transaction represents has to be
explained by reasoning, the two transactions logically go together.
Removing or changing part of the transaction will make the transaction
illogical. Double-entry allows for the detection of errors and the
differentiation of an unintentional error from fraud.
• Triple-entry further builds on and extends double-entry in that triple-entry
links a transaction in two double-entry ledgers and the link is publicly
available for all to see the transaction. You are still able to explain the
reasoning behind the entry but additionally the transaction is visible for all
to see which makes it very tough to lie since others are watching. It would
be illogical for the transaction to not be reflected the same in both ledgers.

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)
• A distributed ledger or shared ledger is a consensus of replicated,
shared, and synchronized digital data geographically spread across
multiple sites, countries, or institutions.
• Blockchain is one approach to implementing a digital distributed
ledger. Other approaches exist but it is beyond the scope of this
explanation to go into those details.
• A smart contract is a computer program that is stored in a digital
ledger. A smart contract is digital. A smart contract is a program
whose execution is autonomous and transparent; its execution
cannot be reverted and it is not possible to modify the history of the
program.
Wikipedia, Distributed Ledger, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_ledger
UK Government Chief Scientific Adviser, Distributed Ledger Technology: beyond block chain, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492972/gs-16-1-distributed-ledger-technology.pdf

